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Diann's Happy Tails Dog Training
Day Care, Boarding & More

http://www.diannshappytails.com
Dante loves his
cousin Chula

Day Care fun for
all. A Tired dog is a
happy and social
dog.

Thank You For Shopping Small!
Jerky treats made in China are killing dog's.

To all my newsletter readers ,
I'd like to pass on something I heard this morning. Nearly 600
dog's have died and over 1000 have been sickened by dog jerky
treats made in China. These treats have been recalled, but it is
obvious they are still being shipped and sold. I put allot of
blame on the places that are selling them, or maybe they really
didn't know. As consumers, you are being mislead to such an

didn't know. As consumers, you are being mislead to such an
extent I can't begin to tell you. Just because something is on
the shelve does not mean it is fine to buy and give your pet. ,
they may cheaper, you get bigger amounts, but if your dog dies
or almost dies, is it worth the risk? There is a giant loophole in
the pet food industry. One that I can't explain in a short email.

There are so many loopholes in the pet food
industry:
just one loopholes is a product saying, "Made in USA" doesn't
mean it was made from all ingredients in the USA. It can
mean that the products came from an unknown source, or
maybe they knew the source. It may mean that the company
that packaged the product, did so here in the USA. If you ever
seen a product that has "NO OUTSOURCING" That is good,
that is a product that did not get any ingredient from another
source. But, the comp. doesn't have to add that.
They do not have to specify where the ingredients come from.
That one loophole goes for pet food, all treats, canned food &
other items. When you look at a pet item, one they will eat,
reading the fine lines is critical, and even then things are left
out. Each time I hear or read about something like this, I am
grateful I know my sources and companies. Of course, even
here in the USA, a food item can be recalled, that doesn't mean
the store removes the item from the shelf though. A pet food
with rice can get mold, a meat source can get e coli, and the
best we can do is buy from trusted companies, keep up on
recalls, and if it's to cheap, there probably is a reason. I will
research some websites to find a source to get alerts on recalled
pet items The newsletter I did on toxic mold in the water has
helped many of you that take your dog's out to have fun. This
had been a quite summer for that, thankfully. At this time I
am under the impression it isn't just one brand, they are saying
all jerky treats have one certain ingredient in them and are
researching as to what it might be. How do we really know it
stops at just the jerky treats?

Contact Diann @ 541-536-2458 or go to
http://www.diannshappytails.com

Classes: Puppy; Recall: Basic: Good Citizen:
Advanced: Rally O: Name your Pleasure: Behavior
Skills: Take the Lead: & More
Private sessions: Day Care: Boarding: Play Times:
High quality pet food & Treats: Leads: Collars:
Supplements: Toys: Many other items; ask Diann
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